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Abstract
Background; The primo vascular system (PVS) is new circulatory system. However, the primo vascular
system doesn’t achieve now on the valuation criteria on the substance of meridians, so that anyone can't
prove that the primo vascular system is the substance of meridians. 

Objectives: The purpose of this study is to prove clinical-physiologically that the primo vascular system is
the substance of acupuncture meridian.

Methods: Meridian-like high thermal line (MLHTL) induced by the mineral pulse light stimulus on
acupoints, and nephrotic syndrome treated simultaneously without any drug use, were researched and
analyzed. Next, the inducing characteristic of meridian-like high thermal lines and, anatomic and electro-
physiologic characteristic of PVS were researched and analyzed. 

Results: The KI, SP meridian-like high thermal line coinciding completely along the classic KI, SP meridian
course, were induced by the mineral pulse light stimulus on SP6 acupoints, and simultaneously nephrotic
syndrome in kidney, the internal target organ connected along KI meridian from the KI3, SP6 acupoints,
was treated without any drug use. And the primo vascular system was basis tissue of MLHTL inducing. 

Conclusions: The primo vascular system was achieved completely to the valuation criteria on the
substance of meridians. Thus, the primo vascular system is the substance of meridians.        

1. Introduction
The meridian is the channel that vital energy (Qi) �ows by the classic meridian theory [1,2,3], and the
acupuncture is having many thousand years history. However unfortunately, the meridian or meridian-like
structures were not �nding along the classic meridian course at human body surface until now. Attempts
to visualize the course of "energetic paths" in acupuncture using physical-technical methods, are
described by different authors. However, the results from investigations available up until now are
controversial and generally accepted proof for meridians cannot be considered as being given [4~10].
Especially the infrared thermographic technology was used to visualize (meridian-like high thermal line
inducing) the meridian from 1980s. However, the study failed by acupuncture, moxa and Laser needle
stimulus [11,12]. On the other hand, the valuation criteria on the substance of meridians are considered
as three items; �rst is the substance of new anatomic circulatory system connected into the internal
target organ from the body surface, second is the coincidence of any meridian course in the classic
meridian �gure and new circulatory system course, especially at arms and legs. And third is the disease
cure action in the target organs connected along the new circulatory system (substance) from the
acupoints of the human body surface. The primo vascular system (PVS) is new circulatory system
[13~17]. However, the primo vascular system doesn’t achieve now on this valuation criteria, so that
anyone can't prove that primo vascular system is the substance of the meridian. The purpose of this
study is to prove clinical-physiologically that the primo vascular system is the substance of meridians.
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2. Methods And Materials
2.1. Meridian-like high thermal line inducing

2.1.1. Thermography

Two infrared camera, FLIR C2 and FUJISTU 1200A were used for measurement.

The spectral range of this camera lies between 7.5 and 13μm and the temperature range lies between
-40°C and 800°C. NETD is 0.1°C.

2.1.2. Mineral pulse light stimulator (MPLS) (Figure 1) 

Light source is LED of 360~760nm range and the mineral �lm as light �lter is adhesive at front LED. The
pulse (on/off) light frequency is same as the heart beat (average 1.25Hz) and waveform is the typical
ECG wave. The element of the mineral �lm is the solid extract of Kumkangyakdol (Version 1.0) [18].        

Figure 1. The stimulus method and pulse (on/off) light function of MPL stimulator. The mineral pulse
light stimuli therapy is non-invasive. Mineral pulse light stimulator is �xed at acupoints by adhesive tape.
Room temperature is 23~25°C and moisture is 40~60% for MLHTL inducing.

2.2. Nephrotic syndrome cure by the mineral pulse light stimulator 

Nephrotic syndrome patients (male 35, female 27) Age; 49.5±1.8 years. Stimulus device; mineral pulse
light stimulator (MPLS). Stimulus acupoints; KI3. SP6. BL23. The selected acupoints were stimulated by
MPLS for 50~60 minutes once a day. The same method was performed on the all patients for 25~35
days.

3. Results And Discussion
3.1. Meridian-like high thermal line inducing by acupuncture (Figure 2)

MLHTL never been induced until now by all the stimulus method including needle, moxa, infrared, laser,
electricity needle, electro-magnetic, etc. [4~12].

Figure 2. Visualization criteria: Meridian-like high thermal line (MLHTL) must be induced as red- high
thermal line (a part or all the course) at �gure (c), along red- line course at the �gure (a). However, as like
seeing at �gure (c), LI MLHTL was never induced along the classic LI meridian course (a) when LI
acupoints (6 points) was stimulated by needles (c) [10]. And also, MLHTL never been induced until now
by all the stimulus method including needle, moxa, infrared, laser, electricity needle, electro-magnetic, etc.
[4~12]. And shows LI meridian at the classic meridian �gure (a), acupuncture points and method (b).

3.2. Meridian-like high thermal line inducing by mineral pulse light stimulator (Figure 3)
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We induced the meridian-like high thermal lines by the mineral pulse light stimuli method, so that succeed
on visualizing the meridian course at the human’s arm and leg �rst on the world recently. When any
acupoints at arms and legs were stimulated by the mineral pulse light stimulator (MPLS), the meridian-
like high thermal lines (MLHTL) were induced along the target classic meridians after 3 minutes usually.
The rising temperature is average 1.85±0.52℃ (P <0.001) (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Visualization criteria: MLHTL must be induced as red- high thermal line (a part or all the course)
at �gure (c), along red- line course at the �gure (a). As like seeing at �gure (c), SP MLHTL was induced as
red- high thermal line along SP meridians after 3 minutes(c), when SP4 acupoint were stimulated by the
mineral pulse light (MPL) stimulator. The inducing course of SP MLHTL coincided completely with SP
meridian course (a part) in the classic meridian �gure (a). The rising temperature was 2.1°C. And the
width of MLHTL at Fig 3-c is about 2.5cm, but the high thermal line is started �rst appearing threadlike
from the center of MLHTL, and next gradually the heat rising, broaden. The central line temperature of
MLHTL is highest (central white part; Fig. c).

The rising temperature of MLHTL was average 1.85±0.52℃, (P <0.001) inducing rate of MLHTL is 80.3%
(P <0.01) (male 80.0%, female 3.0%) and reproducing rate 100%. And inducing delay time is maximum
1.5 hours. As a result, MLHTL was achieved on the meridian’s visualization criteria. 

Figure 4 shows KI, SP MLTHLs induced in nephritic syndrome patients, when SP6 acupoints are
stimulated by MPL stimulator.

Figure 4. KI, SP MLHTLs were induced simultaneously by MPL stimulator in several nephritic syndrome
patients when SP6 acupoints are stimulated by MPL stimulator (Version 1). Rising temperature; KI
MLHTL ~1.4°C, SP MLHTL ~2.1°C (c). Fig. (e) is SP, KI meridians course model, and Fig. (a) shows KI
meridians course connected into kidney, the internal target organ along KI meridians from the KI, SP6
acupoints at the foot in accordance with the classic meridian theory [1,2,3].

This result shows that any strong physiological change occurs along the classic KI meridians course
when SP6 acupoints are stimulated by MPL stimulator (Version 1). Thus, KI, MLHTL induced by the
strong physiological change along the classic KI meridians course, shows objectively that MPL stimuli
can occur enough the strong physiological change (cure effect) in the kidney, the target organ connected
along the KI MLHTL from the SP6, KI3 acupoints without any drug use (Fig. 4-a).

3.3. Nephrotic syndrome cure by the mineral pulse light stimulator

The change of urine amount daily was no change about 5~7 days but usually urine amount daily
increased rapidly to 3000ml/day after a week, and next, decreased to 1000ml/day. From the time, urine
amount daily maintained 1000~1500ml, and all the edema was disappeared without any drugs use
(diuretic, steroid, cyclophosphamide) (Table 1).
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       Table 1. the change of urine amount daily before and after treatment.

Table 2 shows the change of proteinuria and serum albumin before and after treatment.

Table 2. The change of proteinuria and serum albumin before and after treatment.

Proteinuria after treatment was become to negative from 5.6±1.4g/D (P <0.01), and serum albumin after

treatment was become to 4.1±0.5g/dl from 1.5±0.8g/dl (P <0.01).

Nephrotic syndrome was treated by MPL stimulator without any drugs use. The e�cacy rate was 83.7%
(P <0.01). 

When any acupoints at arms and legs were stimulated by the mineral pulse light stimulator, the meridian-
like high thermal lines were induced along the target classic meridians after 3 minutes usually. The rising
temperature is average 1.85±0.52. And KI, SP MLTHL were induced in nephritic syndrome patients, when
SP6 acupoints were stimulated by the mineral pulse light stimulator, simultaneously nephrotic syndrome
in kidney, the internal target organ connected along KI MLHTL, was treated without any drug use. 

When any parts in arms and legs of human body is stimulated by anything (~25°C), that the temperature
rises above 1.5°C linear, and refractory disease is treated simultaneously in the target organ connected
along the high thermal line without any drug use, is new human body physiological phenomenon that the
modern medicine has never known until now. 

This result shows objectively that new circulatory system which the modern medicine has never known,
exists in human body, which coincides completely with the classic meridian course, and shows
simultaneously powerful disease cure ability in the internal target organ connected along the meridians
course from the human body surface. 

3.4. The inducing characteristic of meridian-like high thermal line (MLHTL) 

MLHTL inducing characteristic is that MLHTL is induced when acupoints are stimulated by the mineral
pulse light (Hz=1.25), and in opposite, never induced, when SP6 acupoint were stimulated by the mineral
non-pulse static light (Hz= 0) (Figure 5).
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Figure 5 shows MLHTL inducing state of legs, when SP6 acupoint is stimulated by the mineral non-pulse
static light (Hz= 0) (a), and mineral pulse light (Hz=1.25) (b). When SP6 acupoint was stimulated by the
mineral non-pulse static light (Hz= 0), MLHTL was never induced (a), and when mineral pulse light
(Hz=1.25), MLHTL was induced only (b). And this result was same on all other acupoints at arms and
legs. 

And also, mineral non-pulse static light (Hz= 0) stimuli never induce MLHTL, and never treat the disease
in the internal target disease. And then, when acupoints was stimulated by the mineral pulse infrared-ray,
MLHTL was never induced [11,12], and also, the target internal diseases were never treated. 

This result shows objectively that new circulatory system inducing MLHTL reacts only on two resonance
parameters of pulse (Hz=1.25) and visible light, reacting never on the infrared stimuli and non-pulse static
light stimuli. As a result, there is the new circulatory system having two resonance parameters of pulse
(Hz=1.25) and visible light in human body.

And MLHTL inducing and the target internal disease cure is connected very closely. It is i.e. that the
stimuli method (e.g. MPL stimuli) possible inducing MLHTL, can treat the refractory diseases in the target
internal organ connected along MLHTL, and in opposite, the stimuli method (e.g. acupuncture, moxa,
laser and electric needle, etc.) impossible inducing MLHTL, never can treat the diseases in the internal
target organ. In a word, MLHTL is the objective valuation indicator that prove the connection into the
internal target organ along meridians from the acupoints in human body surface, and also shows
possibility for disease cure in the target organ simultaneously.

3.5. The anatomic and electro-physiologic characteristic of the primo vascular system (PVS)

The primo vascular system (PVS) is third circulatory system existing in human body. It is composed of
primo node, primo vessel and primo �uid. PVS is existed into internal organs, tissues, and cell basal
membrane from surface of body [13~17]. 

3.5.1. DNA as biophoton emission, absorption and transmission substance.                       

There are a lot of DNA in the primo vascular system [15,16,17] (Figure 6).

Figure. 6 shows the primo vascular system and DNA, �owing into primo vessel (PV), and biophoton
emission (Ultra-weak photon emission) from DNA.

DNA may act as a biophoton store and coherent radiator [17]. Biophoton emission is a general
phenomenon of living systems. It concerns a weak photon radiation from a few to some hundred
photons per second, per square centimeter surface area, at least within the spectral region from 200 to
800 nm. The results indicate that biophoton emission can be assigned to a coherent �eld within living
organisms, its functions being intra and intercellular regulation and communication [19,20]. Ultra-weak
photon emission (UPE), often designated as biophoton emission, is generally observed in a wide range of
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living organisms, including human beings. The UPE spectrum covers the spectral range of 450-750nm,
with a dominant emission region of 570-670nm [21].

Recently biophysicists demonstrated the vibrating behavior of the Junk-DNA as the major source of ultra-
weak light emission, also called biophotons. [22]. In summary, DNA is biophoton absorption, emission
and transmission substance.                         

3.5.2. Spontaneous action potential in the primo vascular system 

Primo vessels have bioelectrical activity, excitatory conductivity, and mechanical motility. Primo vascular
system clearly has excitable cells that respond to some stimuli [23]. In conclusion, there are many
different type cells composed of primo vascular system; one is the excitable cell type and the other is the
non-excitable cell type. The average amplitude is 1.1 mV, and the average period is 0.8 sec (Figure 7) [24].

Figure 7. The average amplitude is 1.1 mV, and the average period (T s) is 0.8 sec (Hz=1.25).

Figure 7 shows that the pulse frequency of primo vascular system is average 1.25Hz [24].

This result shows that the major characteristic (two parameters) of the primo vascular system is having
DNA, light receptor, and spontaneous pulse (Hz=1.25) action potential frequency.

As a result, the primo vascular system is the only circulatory system having two parameters of pulse
(Hz=1.25) [24] and visible light (450~750nm) [21] in the human body

3.6. The pulse ion-current ampli�cation in PVS by two parameters resonance, the mechanism of MLHTL
inducing, and activity of the internal target organ (cure action)

The inducing characteristic of MLHTL is that MLHTL is induced when acupoints are stimulated by the
mineral pulse light (Hz= 1.25), and in opposite, never induced, when acupoints is stimulated by the
mineral non-pulse static light (Hz= 0). In summary, the new circulatory system in human body reacts
when pulse light (Hz= 1.25) stimulus, and never reacts when non-pulse static light (Hz= 0) stimulus. This
is same as meaning of the pulse light resonance circuit (pulse current) at electronic engineering [25].

Figure 8. shows the pulse light resonance circuit at electronic engineering.

Figure 8. The pulse light resonance circuit at electronic engineering. This resonant circuit react when
pulse light (Hz= 1.25) stimuli, and never reacts when non-pulse static light (Hz= 0) stimuli [25]. This
resonant circuit must have surly the resonance frequency and pulse light source (tow resonance
parameters) for the circuit action. If the sensor of this circuit is stimulated by non-pulse static light or
pulse infrared, this resonance circuit never reacts. In this resonant circuit, the pulse is frequency, and light
is the carrier. And light sensor is same as the switch (on/off) at this resonant circuit [25].

As a result, the inducing characteristic of MLHTL and the reacting characteristic of pulse light resonance
circuit at electronic engineering, coincide completely. This result shows that there is bio- pulse light
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resonance system reacting by two parameters (pulse and visible light) in the human body, as like the
pulse light resonance circuit at electronic engineering. So then, what’s the new circulatory system having
two parameters of the pulse and visible light?  There is three circulatory system in the human body, i.e.
vascular system, lymphatic system and primo vascular system. The only circulatory system having two
parameters of the pulse (Hz=1.25) and visible light (450~~750nm) among three system is the primo
vascular system. Thus, primo vascular system is the only bio- pulse light resonance system in human
body, so that MLHTL is induced by two parameter resonance between MPL stimuli and PVS.

The mechanism of MLHTL inducing is follows; Resonance’s principle is the equal frequency between
signal emitter and receptor [26]. The pulse frequency of PVS and mineral pulse light stimulator (MPLS) is
equal as average 1.25Hz. And spectrum range of biophoton that is absorbed and emitted from DNA, is
450-750nm, visible light [21,22], and also, LED spectrum range of mineral pulse light stimulator is
360~760nm, visible light. Two resonance parameters (frequency, spectrum) are same at PVS and MPLS.
The absorption and emission spectrum of all elements are equal (Kirchhoff's Law). Thus, the resonance
is occurred by two parameters of same frequency and spectrum between PVS and MPLS (light-electrical
effect), so that, the pulse ion-current ampli�cation is induced in PVS, �owing into the internal target organ
along the PVS (meridians pulse light resonance circuit) from the acupoints of human body surface, as
like the pulse light resonance circuit at electronic engineering.

Finally, the meridians are the pulse light resonance circuit connected into the internal target organ along
the meridians course from the acupoints of human body surface, and its substance is PVS. DNA in PVS
is the light carrier in this resonance system. So, if DNA as biophoton (450~~750nm) absorber, emitter
and transmitter is no in PVS, the resonance between MPL stimuli (360~750nm) and PVS will be never
occurred, so that MLHTL will be never induced. And also, if the spontaneous pulse (Hz=1.25) excitable
cells are no in PVS, the resonance between MPL stimuli (Hz=1.25) and PVS will be never occurred, so that
MLHTL will be never induced.

The inducing rate of MLHTL is 80.3% (P <0.01) (male 80.0%, female 3.0%). The wide difference of
inducing rate between male and female, is because of the subcutaneous fat. Anatomic primary tissue of
meridian-like high thermal line, is primo vascular system (PVS) in fascia [27]. The PVs were irregularly
�xed on the stratum �brosum in the subcutaneous fascia [28]. Linear heat produced as result of electro-
chemical reaction along meridians in the muscle tissue by pulse-ion current ampli�cation induced in
primo vascular system coexisting on fascia [27]. And then, this linear heat produced in the muscle tissue,
transfer to skin through subcutaneous fat. Thus, MLHTL inducing rate is very low in female who
subcutaneous fat is richer than male, and also, is very low in the thigh (inducing rate; 0.1% P <0.01) than
lower leg, because the subcutaneous fat blocks the heat from muscle tissue.

The pulse ion-current ampli�cation occurred along PVS of human body surface activated meridians, so
that induced MLHTL along the classic meridian course, and also, simultaneously activated the internal
target organ connected along MLHTL, so that treated �nally the refractory diseases in the internal body
without any drug use.
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As a result, the meridian-like high thermal lines were induced along the pulse ion-current ampli�cation
occurred in primo vascular system when acupoints are stimulated by the mineral pulse light stimulator.
Thus, the primo vascular system is the basic tissue of meridian-like high thermal line inducing, which
coincides completely with the classic meridian course, and shows simultaneously powerful disease cure
ability in the internal target organ connected along MLHTL of human body surface.

4. Conclusions
When any acupoints at arms and legs were stimulated by the mineral pulse light stimulator, the meridian-
like high thermal lines were induced along the target classic meridians after 3 minutes usually. The rising
temperature is average 1.85±0.52. And when SP6 acupoints were stimulated by the mineral pulse light
stimulator in nephritic syndrome patients, KI, SP MLTHL were induced, and simultaneously nephrotic
syndrome in kidney, the target organ connected along KI MLHTL from SP6, KI3 acupoints, was treated
without any drug use. 

And the meridian-like high thermal lines were induced along the pulse ion-current ampli�cation occurred
in primo vascular system when acupoints are stimulated by the mineral pulse light stimulator. Thus, the
primo vascular system is the basis tissue of meridian-like high thermal line inducing, which coincides
completely with the classic meridian course, and shows simultaneously powerful disease cure ability in
the internal target organ connected along MLHTL of human body surface.           

The valuation criteria on the substance of meridians are considered as three items; �rst is the substance
of new anatomic circulatory system connected into the body internal organ from the body surface,
second is the coincidence of any meridian course in the classic meridian �gure and new circulatory
system course, especially at arms and legs. And third is the disease cure action in the target organs
connected along the new circulatory system (substance) from the acupoints of the human body surface. 

Anatomic and physiological characteristic of the primo vascular system as basis tissue of MLHTL is
follows;

1. The substance of new circulatory system connected into the target organ of body internal from the
body surface. (the meridian’s anatomy)

2. The coincidence with several meridians course in the classic meridian �gure, especially at arms and
legs. (the meridian’s structure)

3. The powerful disease cure action in the target organs without any drug use. (the meridian’s function) 

In conclusion, the primo vascular system was achieved completely to the three valuation criteria on the
substance of meridians. Thus, the primo vascular system is the substance of meridians. The pulse
magnetic �eld is released from MLHTL (PVS) course induced by pulse ion current in according to Lenz’s
law [29]. So, future this result must be proven experimentally by the mini atomic magnetometer (QZFM
Gen-2; Sensitivity: 10−15T) [30]. We all must prove it together. MPL stimulator (Version 1) can induce
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MLHTL, so that QZFM Gen-2 can search enough the frequency, waveform and the strength of the
magnetic �eld induced from PVS (MLHTL). So, we disclosed the parameters of MPL stimulator (Version
1).

Abbreviations
MLHTL; meridian-like high thermal line, MPL; mineral pulse light, SP; spleen, SP MLHTL; spleen meridian-
like high thermal line, LI; large intestine, PC; pericardium, KI; kidney, PVS; primo vascular system
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Figures

Figure 1
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The stimulus method and pulse (on/off) light function of MPL stimulator. The mineral pulse light stimuli
therapy is non-invasive. Mineral pulse light stimulator is �xed at acupoints by adhesive tape. Room
temperature is 23~25°C and moisture is 40~60% for MLHTL inducing.

Figure 2

Visualization criteria: Meridian-like high thermal line (MLHTL) must be induced as red- high thermal line
(a part or all the course) at �gure (c), along red- line course at the �gure (a). However, as like seeing at
�gure (c), LI MLHTL was never induced along the classic LI meridian course (a) when LI acupoints (6
points) was stimulated by needles (c) [10]. And also, MLHTL never been induced until now by all the
stimulus method including needle, moxa, infrared, laser, electricity needle, electro-magnetic, etc. [4~12].
And shows LI meridian at the classic meridian �gure (a), acupuncture points and method (b).

Figure 3

Visualization criteria: MLHTL must be induced as red- high thermal line (a part or all the course) at �gure
(c), along red- line course at the �gure (a). As like seeing at �gure (c), SP MLHTL was induced as red- high
thermal line along SP meridians after 3 minutes(c), when SP4 acupoint were stimulated by the mineral
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pulse light (MPL) stimulator. The inducing course of SP MLHTL coincided completely with SP meridian
course (a part) in the classic meridian �gure (a). The rising temperature was 2.1°C. And the width of
MLHTL at Fig 3-c is about 2.5cm, but the high thermal line is started �rst appearing threadlike from the
center of MLHTL, and next gradually the heat rising, broaden. The central line temperature of MLHTL is
highest (central white part; Fig. c).

Figure 4

KI, SP MLHTLs were induced simultaneously by MPL stimulator in several nephritic syndrome patients
when SP6 acupoints are stimulated by MPL stimulator (Version 1). Rising temperature; KI MLHTL ~1.4°C,
SP MLHTL ~2.1°C (c). Fig. (e) is SP, KI meridians course model, and Fig. (a) shows KI meridians course
connected into kidney, the internal target organ along KI meridians from the KI, SP6 acupoints at the foot
in accordance with the classic meridian theory [1,2,3].
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Figure 5

shows MLHTL inducing state of legs, when SP6 acupoint is stimulated by the mineral non-pulse static
light (Hz= 0) (a), and mineral pulse light (Hz=1.25) (b). When SP6 acupoint was stimulated by the mineral
non-pulse static light (Hz= 0), MLHTL was never induced (a), and when mineral pulse light (Hz=1.25),
MLHTL was induced only (b). And this result was same on all other acupoints at arms and legs.

Figure 6

shows the primo vascular system and DNA, �owing into primo vessel (PV), and biophoton emission
(Ultra-weak photon emission) from DNA.
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Figure 7

shows the primo vascular system and DNA, �owing into primo vessel (PV), and biophoton emission
(Ultra-weak photon emission) from DNA.

Figure 8
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The pulse light resonance circuit at electronic engineering. This resonant circuit react when pulse light
(Hz= 1.25) stimuli, and never reacts when non-pulse static light (Hz= 0) stimuli [25]. This resonant circuit
must have surly the resonance frequency and pulse light source (tow resonance parameters) for the
circuit action. If the sensor of this circuit is stimulated by non-pulse static light or pulse infrared, this
resonance circuit never reacts. In this resonant circuit, the pulse is frequency, and light is the carrier. And
light sensor is same as the switch (on/off) at this resonant circuit [25].


